CERN Accommodation Facilities (FAC) meeting

Outlook

- Accommodation Facilities meeting 06.07.2010
- Feedback needed from ACCU on several discussed items
- Doodle consultation with ACCU members
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QUESTIONS

• Should we open Hostel parking (buildings 39-41) for general use?
• Should we transform few TV/reading/smoking areas into rooms to have more beds in the hostel?
• Should we increase the number of kitchens in the hostel?
• Should we extent the reservation period in the hostel from 2 to 6 months?
• Should we introduce WWW waiting list in the hostel?
• Do you feel the need for the extension of the hostel in order to get more beds?
• With new shuttle service to Saint-Genis hostel and eventual improvement of the quality of the service in this hostel, would you agree to use Saint-Genis hostel instead of main CERN hostel?
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Additional material
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Evolution absolute

- Big hostel extension
- Small hostel extension
- No hostel extension

Graph showing the evolution of CERN users, beds, and low-cost beds over the years 1998 to 2010.
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Evolution relative

Decision to construct hostel 41 with 104 beds

hostel 41 inaugurated

![Graph showing evolution of beds per user and low cost beds per user over the years from 1998 to 2010. The graph indicates a decreasing trend in beds per user and an increasing trend in low cost beds per user.]